Report proposes new course

"There has to be somebody, probably Dean [of Undergraduate Education Margaret L. A.] MacVicar, with primary responsibility for monitoring the curriculum situation and minimizing overlaps," said committee member Merritt Roe Smith, professor of science, technology and society.

The committee insisted that this supervisor receive a budget adequate for providing released time or summer salaries so that faculty members, particularly junior professors, could afford to invest time in developing new courses.

Several details which must still be worked out within the proposal include accurately defining teaching loads, with particular concern for subjects which are taught by more than one professor, and ensuring accuracy in the assignments.
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Pornography forum fails to attract participants

(Continued from page 1)

The policy did not adequately take everyone's concerns into consideration. Barbara M. Fieneam, campus activities adviser, agreed, "It is good to have a policy so it can be used when the need arises," she said.

Students' concerns will be relayed to the executive committees of the UA and GSC at a joint meeting to be held in the next few weeks. When the draft has been approved by the councils of both groups, it will be submitted to Dean for Student Affairs Shirley M. McBay.

The MIT policy on sexually explicit films "is a commitment the university has made," said committee chairman Lynn M. McBay.

"A program like this is going to require a lot of work by the faculty," Lippard stated. "If success will depend on whether the university will be willing to do the work and permit the diversion from their local research.

Maier suggested that the faculty would probably be open to an innovative program of this sort if some form of central administrative control were established in the new system.

Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity

would like to congratulate the newly-initiated Alpha-Epsilon pledge class:

John Bryan, Jr.
C. Jason Carlisle
Andre Castagna
Claypoole Aristo Dimitriou
David Gebala
James Kosloski
Aaron McPherson
Jeffrey Myers

Kenney Ng
Douglas O'Roark
Richard Osgood
Joseph Pellegrini
Thomas Powers
Robert Pryor
Kenneth Streeter
Brian Trawinski
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Tech's Books for Techies!

The AT Business

Commercial Uses of Artificial Intelligence

edited by Patrick H. Winston and Karen A. McVicar

The superior companies of 1990 will be leaders in the effective use of computers. Categorizing this leadership in computerization will be the effective exploitation of AI for people who want to understand the critical role AI will play, according to this leadership in computerization will be the effective exploitation of AI for people who want to understand the critical role AI will play, according to

The A-1 Business

Commercial Uses of Artificial Intelligence

edited by Patrick H. Winston and Karen A. McVicar

"The superior companies of 1990 will be leaders in the effective use of computers. Categorizing this leadership in computerization will be the effective exploitation of AI for people who want to understand the critical role AI will play, according to P. H. Winston."
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A Multi-media show

AMERICAN PICTURES

A Dame's Personal Journey through the American Underclass

TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 11
5:30 - 10:00 pm
with intermission and refreshments
ROOM 26-100
77 Mass. Ave.
FREE ADMISSION
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